Fuel Efficient 125cc Bikes in India – Bike
portal lists the high-mileage bikes in India
The Indian bike market is flooded with a variety of new bikes every year and the present day youth
live with an irresistible rage to own them. This in turn inspires the manufacturers to bring in more
efficient bikes. Especially the 125cc bikes are in high demand thanks to their style and decent
performance combined with high fuel efficiency. The best in class mileage figures definitely helps a
bike to become a best seller in no time. Some of the most popular 125cc commuter bikes offering
high mileage are listed here.

Honda CB Shine is the best two-wheeler of India in current times. It is an ideal
combination of good power, high mileage and style. The CB Shine is propelled by a 124cc single
cylinder air-cooled engine which has a peak power figure of 10.12 bhp at 7500 rpm and a peak
torque of 10.54 Nm at 5500 rpm. The engine is linked to a four-speed gearbox and the fuel efficiency
is rated at 65 kmpl.
Another upcoming bike of recent times is the Yamaha Gladiator, also known as Yamaha YBR125. It is
equipped with a 125cc engine that produces 8 kw power at 7500 rpm and 10.4 Nm torque. The unit
is mated to a 5-speed gear box. The company claims that Gladiator clocks a mileage of 67 kmpl.
The old Bajaj Discover series still retains its good old name in the bike market. The engine is an air
cooled, 124.6cc, 6 valves, twin-spark machine that delivers maximum power of 12.82 bhp and a peak
torque of 10.78 NM. The maximum speed of the bike is 105 kmph and the fuel economy figures
point at 65 kmpl.

Hero Glamour, launched in 2005, is also a good bike to consider here. The Hero Glamour is powered
by an 124.8cc air cooled, single cylinder 4 stroke OHC engine which produces a maximum power
output of 9 bhp at 7000 rpm and 10.35 Nm of peak torque at 4000 rpm, mated to a 4 speed
transmission. Mileage figures point at 55 kmpl.
TVS Phoenix is yet another good bike in the 125cc segment. It is a cool bike whose conservative
styling with some eye catching body graphics and smooth engine will be liked by all. The Phoenix is
powered by a 125cc air-cooled single-cylinder engine that pumps out 10.8 bhp at 8000 rpm and 10.8
Nm at 6000 rpm mated to a four-speed gearbox. It has a claimed fuel economy figure of 67 kmpl.
The stylish and sporty Suzuki Slingshot Plus125 is also a fuel efficient bike. It is powered by a fourstroke 124cc engine which produces 8.5bhp and 10Nm of torque, while giving an overall mileage of
59 kmpl.

See more high-mileage bikes in India Visit:
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